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AUTHOR INSTRUCTIONS
Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Latin American History
CONTRACT
Please make sure you have signed and returned a copy of your contract via AdobeSign. If you need a
new link, please email the project inbox at latinamericanhistory.ore@oup.com.

STYLE, SCOPE, AND AUDIENCE
Articles should provide a narrative overview of the topic and should be approximately 6,000–8,000
words. While we do want the articles to reflect current historiography, we want articles that are not
primarily historiographical in nature.
Please do not reference yourself directly or use first-person pronouns (e.g., “I believe…” or “…as we
will see…”). Do use clear, formal language, and avoid jargon wherever possible. Readers will be
primarily researchers and graduate students, as well as advanced undergraduates. Assume that
your reader has some familiarity with your subject, and likely has some expertise in another
historical field.
While writing your article, be sure to: (1) fully cover the topic indicated in the title; (2) give
appropriate weight to the different regions and/or periods that it concerns; (3) give appropriate
weight to the different sorts of historical approaches that the subject has attracted; and (4) give a
basic overview of the historiography and primary/secondary literature, so that readers will have a
sense of how the field has developed.
Every ORE entry must be an entirely new and original piece of writing that has not been published
elsewhere. Although we hope and expect that you will draw on your past research and subjectmatter expertise while drafting your essay, please note that submitted articles may be sent through
the iThenticate system, which assesses the similarity of the manuscript with previously published
material.

FORMATTING
Please submit your article as a Word document, using Times New Roman font, size 12, doublespaced. Use headings to organize the main essay, dividing it into sections of approximately 1,000
words each. Level-one headings should be bold; level-two headings should be bold and italic;
level-three headings should be italic. For example, the Primary Sources section could be divided
into subsections on Government Archives and Private Collections, and further categorized as
needed: National Archives, State and Local Archives, etc.

ARTICLE STRUCTURE
We ask that articles adhere closely to the structure outlined below. If you have any questions as you
write your article, please contact the development editor at latinamericanhistory.ore@oup.com.
1. TITLE
Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It
furthers the University’s objective of excellence in research, scholarship, and
education by publishing worldwide

Because the ORE is a digital resource, your choice of title has important implications for web
discoverability. Good titles are specific and clear without being obscure, and place the most
important keywords toward the beginning. Titles that would be excellent for books or journal
articles will need to be re-worked for the ORE. Please avoid the use of subtitles and colons in your
title. Examples:
Great for a Book
To 'Joy My Freedom: Southern Black Women's
Lives and Labors after the Civil War
River of Dark Dreams: Slavery and Empire in
the Cotton Kingdom
Freaks of Fortune: The Emerging World of
Capitalism and Risk in America

Better for ORE
Southern Black Women after the Civil War
Slavery and Empire in the Cotton South
Financial Risk in 19th-Century America

2. SUMMARY (150–300 words; due in advance of the rest of the article)
The summary should be a brief synopsis of the topic, no more than a paragraph or two. It should be
a short description of the topic being covered, roughly equivalent to a definition. “Mapping”
language and first-person language should be avoided. Please also note that our platform does not
support citations and notes in the summary.
This summary will be published in advance of your full article, and will remain available online as
free content visible to non-subscribers to the site. In this way, it will increase the discoverability of
your article in online searches. Because summaries publish in advance of the full article, and
because non-subscribers are only able to view the summaries, your summary should be able to
stand on its own as a useful piece of content without reference to the larger article. This
means that we do not want an abstract in the traditional sense (e.g. “In this article, I will argue
that…”). Please also note that the summary should not act as the first paragraph or paragraphs of
your article; readers should be able to understand the context of your article without having read
the summary.
Please send a copy of your summary to the Development Editor as soon as possible after signing your
contract, and include another copy (revised, if necessary) when you submit your full article.
3. KEYWORDS (5–10 words)
Please provide 5–10 keywords that describe the content of your article. These keywords will
ensure that your article is searchable and discoverable online, and are equivalent to terms in the
index of a printed book. Note that:




Keywords should be as specific as possible.
Keywords may be drawn from the article title.
Including keywords in the summary will help with SEO (search engine optimization), so this
is recommended but not required.

4. ESSAY (5,000–6,000 words)
This will be the majority of the contribution. Please include headings roughly every 1,000–1,500
words. The essay should provide a thorough narrative overview and history of the topic. It can

touch on the relevant historiography as needed, but a thorough review of the literature should be
saved for the next section. Please use Chicago-style endnotes as needed for notes and citations.
5. DISCUSSION OF THE LITERATURE (500–1,000 words)
Please discuss, briefly, the main threads of scholarship on your topic, including past approaches to
the subject and research questions that remain or are currently being pursued. While this cannot
serve as an exhaustive historiography, it should discuss, in broad strokes, the shape of scholarship
on your topic—that is, important literature and the current state of research in the field. As in the
main essay, sources in the Discussion of the Literature should be cited as Chicago-style endnotes.
6. PRIMARY SOURCES (500–750 words)
Discuss the main types and major collections of primary sources that are relevant to your subject,
including locations and, when possible, links to archives, collections, and finding aids. Do not aim
for exhaustiveness, but instead consider where you might direct a student, or colleague in another
field, who is looking for important primary source collections. This section should be formatted as a
commentary paragraph with Chicago endnotes.
7. LINKS TO DIGITAL MATERIALS (optional)
Please include a bulleted list of links to relevant external sites, such as archives and digital museum
exhibits. These links should be scholarly in nature and openly available. Even if links are referenced
elsewhere in the text of your article, they can be listed again in this section for easy reference.
Links to URLs should be formatted as hyperlinks in MS Word. Please refer to websites by name, so
that the URL is not visible (e.g., “Digital Library of the Caribbean,” not “Digital Library of the
Caribbean: http://www.dloc.com”). This section is optional.
8. FURTHER READING (10–25 sources)
The Further Reading section should contain around 10–15 (no more than 25) major books and
articles on the subject. This selected bibliography should include essential reading—the texts you
would recommend first to a student who wanted to read more deeply on the topic. Note that this
section should not be a full reference list, as sources used to support points made in your article should
be cited with full publication information in Chicago-style endnotes (see next section).
9. NOTES
Endnotes should be formatted according to The Chicago Manual of Style. Provide all citation
information at the first mention of each source, as a complete bibliography/reference list will not
be included. Bearing in mind the conventions of an encyclopedia, please try to avoid lengthy or
discursive notes.

IMAGES AND MULTIMEDIA
We encourage you to include relevant visual and multimedia materials, such as maps, charts,
photographs, and audio or video clips. Materials can be embedded directly in the text of your article
if you obtain permissions (or if materials are in the public domain); otherwise, consider linking to
important images or resources.


Image files should be submitted as separate files, labeled “Author Last Name_Article
Title_Fig 1,” etc., in the order they appear in the text. Include callouts in the text where you
would like each image to appear (e.g., [Insert Figure 1]) and provide a caption and credit



line that includes permissions/rights holder information. Please submit JPG, PNG, or GIF
files at the highest resolution you have (at least 1280 pixels on the longest axis).
Audio and video files should be submitted as MPEG files, and labeled “Author Last
Name_Article Title_Audio 1” or “Author Last Name_Article Title_Video 1,” etc.
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